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North Carolina’s largest health insurer has to understand  

its customers in new ways.

So says Susan Helm-Murtagh, vice president of  

information management and analytics services at BlueCross 

BlueShield of North Carolina, which serves 3.7 million members.

“we’re working toward being able to anticipate the healthcare 

needs of our membership and the care management programs that 

will help them improve their overall health,” adds Michael Parkerson, 

BCBSNC vice president of marketing.

toward that end, BCBSNC is exploring what its members’ behavior 

as consumers can tell the organization about products and services 

that would be best aligned with their needs, Murtagh says.

“we are going to be operating in a retail marketplace,” Murtagh 

says. “Models of delivery and funding of care are going to change.”

“we have a new tool on our website that’s a cost and quality  

estimator,” says Maureen K. O’Connor, executive vice president and 

chief strategy officer at BCBSNC. “It lets you go out and see, based on  

having that procedure in different facilities, what you will pay.” 

Customer segmentation by lifestyle—as practiced by banks and 

retail organizations for decades—is coming to healthcare, with a twist.

retail organizations “have far less regulation than we do, so we 

have to make sure we’re compliant with the laws and regulations, both 

on a state and a federal level,” says Patrick Getzen, vice president and 

chief actuary at BCBSNC.

Of all the players in healthcare, payers have the longest history of 

collecting and analyzing vast amounts of data about their customers. 

and insightful analysis of data in a risk management environment can 

make the difference between success and failure.

But the passage of the Patient Protection and affordable Care act 

changed the risk management game substantially, Getzen notes.

B Y  S C O t t  M a C E

Payer Analytics for  
the New Consumer Market
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“we’re really getting to a crossroads of an unsustainable cost model, 

and we’re seeing that particularly in North Carolina,” Getzen says.

“there’s a new buying population coming in 2014 that didn’t have 

insurance before, didn’t have insurance, that will have different pur-

chasing preferences than the customers we have today, and so we 

need to recognize that so that we more efficiently use our resources 

to market to them,” Getzen says. “If we do that better, it lowers our 

administrative expense and, therefore, turns into a lower premium.”

BCBSNC has talked about using third-party data in the past, but 

because the law precludes its use in setting insurance premiums, the 

company is not pursuing that course, Getzen says.

“with the affordable Care act, you can’t rate differently for health 

risk status, period, and so it’s forcing us to look at different ways to 

manage risk than we have in the past,” he adds.

the key to BCBSNC’s future success is predictive modeling, 

Murtagh says.

“Predictive modeling involves having the right tools, the right data, 

and the right hypotheses,” she says. BCBSNC has to be able to test 

those hypotheses quickly and effectively, she adds.

Companies such as acxiom—an international marketing and infor-

mation management services company based in Little rock, ark.—are 

potential sources of consumer data, Murtagh says, as well as frequent-

purchasing card information collected by grocery stores, among others.

“Your grocer knows that you eat certain foods,” she says. “they may 

even know you shop at a certain time of day or certain day of the week. 

Every retailer you interact with is collecting information on you in 

some way, shape, or form.”

But don’t look for payers such as BCBSNC to jump into this data 

analysis pool. It’ll be more incremental, Murtagh says.

“In healthcare, privacy is a huge issue for people in terms of how 

their information is being used and shared,” O’Connor says. the com-

pany will also move slowly to customize programs around what really 

works, she adds. 

“the predictive model has to be based on information that we cur-

rently have,” Murtagh says. “then, we have to try to take in additional 

data elements that we haven’t worked with in the past and don’t have 

a lot of skill around. then we have to test those models.”

another initiative, Murtagh says, was to create a spectrum of  

analytic tool standards.

“Even though we had 63 different  
analytic tools, we had the vast majority  

of our analysts using Excel for everything.  
So if all you have is a hammer,  
everything looks like a nail.”

Susan Helm-Murtagh, vice president of information management and  
analytics services, BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina

“
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”Even though we had 63 different analytic tools, we had the vast 

majority of our analysts using Excel for everything,” she says. “So if all 

you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail.”

So now, BCBSNC is trying to equip its analysts with the analytic 

software equivalent of screwdrivers, pliers, and wrenches—the right 

analytic tool for the right job. the tools include advanced analytics, 

data mining, and dashboards, for example.

“we don’t suffer for a lack of data,” Parkerson says. “Not as a 

health plan, not as a healthcare delivery system, not as a society. what 

I think we do suffer from is the lack of actionable information. to that 

end is how do you take these various and, at times, very disparate 

data sources and bring it together in such a way that will allow you to 

have a better insight to the current healthcare needs of a consumer 

or a member, but also be able to anticipate and predict what their 

future healthcare needs will be so that we can actually help members 

improve their health or prevent them from becoming at risk from a 

health perspective.”

according to Parkerson, 4% of all BCBSNC’s customers account 

for 50% of the insurer’s costs.

“If we can identify who that future 4% will be and can help and 

engage with them proactively and in such a manner that the member 

is receptive to, we can actually do a better job at controlling that 

future 50% cost, which will lead to impacting affordability while, at 

the same time, driving improved healthcare outcomes, which, to us, is 

that sweet spot,” he says.
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One form this could take would be working in partnership with 

providers to initiate outreach to a member at risk for a complica-

tion from diseases such as congestive heart failure or diabetes, 

Parkerson says.

“we’ve been at this a long time, but this initiative will let us pull 

back on efforts that really are not delivering the value, and instead 

implement new programs that are delivering value,” O’Connor says.

as an early example, O’Connor points to an episodic bundled 

payment arrangement between BCBSNC and Caromont Health in 

Gastonia, N.C. She described the initiative as a Six Sigma approach 

that uses analytics to scrutinize quality outcomes in expensive 

procedures such as knee and hip replacements. “I asked the ques-

tion, two or three months in, ‘any surprises?’ the answer was that 

mental health hadn’t been considered. they found that people who 

go through a surgical procedure actually have a high incidence of 

depression, because they can’t engage in normal activities. that led 

to a more efficient way of designing the care.”

New BCBSNC data could also indicate that physicians have  

written prescriptions for a particular pharmaceutical, but that the 

member did not have the prescription filled, he adds. He acknowl-

edges that physicians are “working diligently on this front as well.”

Health plans can play a key role and have a dataset related to 

this, Parkerson says. “Providers play a key role and have a key data-

set, as well as, potentially, employers and the members. Our goal is 

to try to optimize all that together to drive the outcome.”
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“Best practice should be best practice,” O’Connor says. “It should 

be based on science, and it shouldn’t be what a particular physician or 

what a particular health plan thinks it should be.”

the types of changes taking place would be taking place with or  

without the Patient Protection and affordable Care act, Parkerson adds.

“I absolutely see this as a competitive differentiator,” Getzen says, 

referring to the use of analytics. “this is where companies will win and 

lose in the future.”

the intensified focus on predictive analytics will also tilt the  

traditional relationship between payers and providers from one of 

antagonism to one of cooperation, Getzen says.

“In the last five years or so, what you would have seen is carriers or 

payers with providers sitting across the table negotiating what a per-

unit discount would be,” Getzen says. “the conversation has entirely 

shifted to the payers and the providers sitting on the same side of the 

table saying there is an accountability for a total cost of care, and we 

need to figure that out together.”

Predictive models are already helping BCBSNC anticipate which 

members have a high likelihood of being admitted to the hospital over 

the next 12 months, says daryl wansink, Phd, director of healthcare 

research and evaluation at BCBSNC.

“we also look to see if someone is admitted, and we’re looking in 

near real time to try to predict, given their current admission, whether 

they’re likely to be readmitted, so we can try to get a nurse with that 

14
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“You can have the best  
statistical software in the world  

and the best statistician,  
but you can’t get better performance  

without better predictors.”
Daryl Wansink, PhD,  

director of healthcare research and evaluation,                                          
BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina

“

person and do discharge care coordination with that member while 

they’re still in the hospital,” wansink says.

BCBSNC also uses clinical algorithms to hunt for members using  

multiple pharmacies or multiple specialists, or those not getting all appro-

priate care for their conditions, what BCBSNC calls gaps in care, he says.

wansink’s team also analyzes provider performance. “we look at 

the quality and efficiency of the providers in our network to under-

stand who are the highest-quality and most efficient doctors, and 

we’re using that information to help inform our network management 

area in contract negotiations,” he says.

while such programs have resulted in physician push-back, 

O’Connor stresses the coorperative nature of this initiative. “we can’t 
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make up the metrics ourselves,” she says. “we’ve got to involve the 

physician community in doing that, and we have for years. It’s bringing 

doctors to the table and figuring out what is best practice.”

as BCBSNC prepares for the rollout of state health information 

exchanges in 2014, the company is trying to understand which poten-

tial customers would be likely to purchase its products, and what kind 

of risk they may represent, since the insurer will not be able to use 

medical conditions to decide who to underwrite, wansink says.

as for the accuracy of predictive models, wansink says claims 

data can only predict so much. “that’s why we are looking to augment 

our models with other types of information, and so that’s where we’re 

starting to look at things like consumer data to better understand 

people’s lifestyles and that would help us tell a lot about their appropri-

ateness for programs and whether they’d like to get an invitation for a 

weight-loss program or an exercise program.

“You can have the best statistical software in the world and the 

best statistician, but you can’t get better performance without better 

predictors.”

wansink likens the current state of the art to where weather 

forecasting used to be. “a couple of decades ago, you barely trusted 

what the weather was going to be the next day, and now they can do a 

pretty decent job going a week or so out,” he says.

“You don’t so much trust weather forecasters a month out, but 

really that improvement in predicting the weather is probably due in 

part due to the modeling techniques they use. also, the data can be 

“We don’t suffer for a lack of data.  
Not as a health plan, not as a healthcare 

delivery system, not as a society.  
What I think we do suffer from is  

the lack of actionable information.”
Michael Parkerson, vice president of marketing,  

BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina

“

collected in basically real time now, and they can tell when a tornado’s 

coming sometimes hours before it actually does, and that’s the result 

of data.

“the same problem exists in healthcare, that you need better data 

to do better prediction and so the future, the sweet spot there is really 

with the health exchanges, and better data sharing between payers 

and providers to augment the data that each of us has” with the other 

organization’s data, wansink adds.

“the providers are very concerned about their performance and 

how they compare with others in the state and country, and there are 

reimbursements that are being tied to that performance, and they are 

very responsive to getting that information to help them improve.”
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